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[1] A corotating interaction region (CIR) is formed when fast coronal hole origin solar
wind overtakes slow solar wind and forms a region of compressed plasma and magnetic
field. The slow wind upstream of the coronal hole fast wind can be either of helmet streamer
origin or pseudostreamer origin. For a collection of 125 CIR-driven geomagnetic storms, the
slow wind ahead of each CIR is examined; for those storm not containing ejecta, each CIR is
categorized as a helmet streamer CIR (74 of the 125 storms) or a pseudostreamer CIR (11 of
the 125 storms). Separate superposed epoch studies are performed on the two groups to
discern the differences between storms driven by pseudostreamer CIRs and those driven by
helmet streamer CIRs. A major difference is that pseudostreamer CIR storms tend not to
have a calm before the storm, so the outer plasmasphere does not refill before storm onset,
and the outer electron radiation belt does not exhibit a pre-storm decay. The superdense
plasma sheet is weaker for pseudostreamer CIR storms, and the dropout of the electron
radiation belt is weaker. Pseudostreamer CIR storms and helmet streamer CIR storms tend
to be of the same strength as measured by the magnitude of Kp, MBI (midnight boundary
index), or Dst.
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1. Introduction
[2] There are two major types of drivers of geomagnetic
storms: (1) coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and the sheaths that
precede them and (2) corotating interaction regions (CIRs) and
the high-speed streams that follow them. These two drivers
produce storms with different phenomenologies; hence, it is
convenient to divide storms into two types: CME-driven
storms and CIR-driven storms [Borovsky and Denton, 2006;
Denton et al., 2006]. CME-driven storms are of particular
interest for their strong ring current perturbations, for their
geomagnetically induced ground currents, for the possibility
of producing new inner radiation belts, and for their associa-
tions with solar flare disturbances of the ionosphere and with
solar energetic particle events. Other phenomena associated
with CME-driven storms are storm sudden commencements,
polar cap potential saturation, and global sawtooth oscillations
[Borovsky and Denton, 2006]. CIR-driven storms are of
particular interest for the high fluxes of relativistic electrons
produced in the outer radiation belt and for the high levels of
spacecraft charging. Other phenomena associated with CIR-
driven storms are calms before the storms and long-duration
plasmaspheric drainage plumes. CIR-driven storms tend to
repeat on a 27 day cycle; CME-driven storms do not.
[3] CME-driven storms can be categorized as to whether
the storm is driven by the sheath (with a strong compressed
Parker spiral magnetic field) or by the magnetic cloud of
the CME (with a strong non-Parker spiral magnetic field),
or by both.
[4] We argue here that CIR-driven storms should also be
divided into two types: storms driven by helmet streamer
CIRs and storms driven by pseudostreamer CIRs. The two
types will be shown to have systematically different phenom-
enologies (cf. Table 1).
[5] A corotating interaction region is formed by fast wind
overtaking slow wind, producing an oblique interaction
region wherein the slow and fast plasmas are compressed.
When a CIR passes the Earth, chronologically, the Earth
experiences slow wind before the CIR, then the compressed
slow wind of the CIR, then the passage of the CIR stream
interface, then the compressed fast wind of the CIR, then an
interval of fast wind (a high-speed stream) [cf. Richardson
et al., 1996, Figure 1; Borovsky and Denton, 2009a,
Table 1, Figure 2]. Associated with the slow wind prior to
the CIR, the Earth may experience a “calm before the storm”
with anomalously low geomagnetic activity [Borovsky and
Steinberg, 2006]: the calm is associated with a buildup of
the outer plasmasphere [Denton and Borovsky, 2008], a
temporal decay of the outer electron radiation belt [Borovsky
and Denton, 2009a], and the preconditioning of the magneto-
sphere for the ensuing storm [Borovsky and Steinberg, 2006].
Some of the phenomenology of the storm is driven by the
compressed solar wind plasma of the CIR: the superdense
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plasma sheet [Denton and Borovsky, 2009], the radiation belt
dropout [Borovsky and Denton, 2009a], and the extreme
stretching of the nightside magnetic field [Borovsky and
Denton, 2010b]. Other phenomena of the storm are driven
by the fast solar wind following the CIR: the long-duration
plasmaspheric drainage plumes [Borovsky and Denton,
2008], the heating of the outer electron radiation belt
[Borovsky and Denton, 2010a], and the intense spacecraft
charging [Denton and Borovsky, 2012]. The fast wind after
the stream interface is of coronal hole origin. The slow wind
before the stream interface can be either helmet streamer
origin plasma or pseudostreamer origin plasma.
[6] Helmet streamers form at the Sun when a loop arcade
separates two coronal holes of opposite polarity [Pneuman,
1968; Rusin et al., 2010]. Pseudostreamers form when two
like-signed coronal holes are separated by a pair of loop
arcades [Wang et al., 2007; Riley and Luhmann, 2012].
More recent ideas posit that helmet streamers are formed by
narrow open flux corridors through streamer belts on the
Sun with the corridors connecting like-signed coronal holes
[Antiochos et al., 2011; Titov et al., 2011; Crooker et al.,
2012]. Away from the Sun, helmet streamers contain
magnetic polarity reversals and pseudostreamers do not.
Hence, at 1AU, helmet streamer origin plasma is associated
with a magnetic sector reversal and pseudostreamer origin
plasma is not [Crooker et al., 2012]. Helmet streamer origin
plasma and pseudostreamer origin plasma are both charac-
terized by low proton-specific entropy Sp =Tp/np
2/3 and by
high O7+/O6+ and C6+/C5+ density ratios [Foullon et al.,
2011; Wang et al., 2012] (as opposed to coronal hole origin
plasma which has high proton-specific entropy Sp and low
O7+/O6+ and C6+/C5+ density ratios [Siscoe and Intriligator,
1993; Zhao et al., 2009]).
[7] A series of papers on the operation of the Earth’s
magnetosphere have been written based on superposed epoch
analysis using 125 CIR-driven geomagnetic storms (also
known as high-speed stream-driven storms) [e.g., Denton
and Borovsky, 2008, 2012]. In the present paper, we examine
those 125 CIR-driven storms and separate them into three
categories: storms driven by helmet streamer CIRs, storms
driven by pseudostreamer CIRs, and storms that are not
categorized. The storms that are not categorized typically
have significant intervals of ejecta plasma in the slow wind
interval leading up to the CIR.
[8] In the present study, those 125 events are used for
superposed epoch analysis of the reaction of the Earth’s mag-
netosphere during helmet streamer CIR-driven storms and
pseudostreamer CIR-driven storms. The observed systematic
differences in the phenomenology of helmet streamer CIR
storms versus pseudostreamer CIR storms are collected into
Table 1. Particularly, for the preconditioning of the Earth’s
magnetosphere for the upcoming CIR storm, it makes a
difference whether the slow wind preceding the CIR is of
helmet streamer origin or of pseudostreamer origin.
[9] This manuscript is organized as follows. In section 2,
the events, data sets, and data analysis methods are
discussed. Section 3 examines the solar wind for both
helmet streamer and pseudostreamer storms, and section 4
examines the magnetospheric driver functions for the two
types of storms. Geomagnetic activity is studied in section
5, the plasmasphere and the drainage plumes are studied in
section 6, the ion and electron plasma sheets in section 7,
the geomagnetic field in section 8, and the outer electron
radiation belt in section 9. The findings are summarized
in section 10. Some unsolved issues are discussed in
section 11.
Table 1. The Similarities and Differences Between Helmet Streamer CIR-Driven Storms and Pseudostreamer CIR-Driven Storms
Storm Feature Helmet Streamer CIRs Pseudostreamer CIRs
Solar Wind
1 IMF sector reversal Yes No
2 Speed of pre-storm slow wind Slower Not as slow
3 Duration of high-speed stream Longer Shorter
4 Compression of magnetic field Strong Strong
5 Number density at storm onset High Normal
6 Ram pressure at storm onset Very high High
7 Alfven Mach number during storm Not as high High
Magnetospheric Activity
8 Calm before the storm Yes No
9 Storm strength (Kp, PCI) Strong Strong
10 Dst perturbation of storm Similar Similar
Plasmasphere
11 Pre-storm refilling of outer plasmasphere Yes No
12 Strong drainage plumes Yes Yes
Plasma Sheet
13 Superdense plasma sheet Strong Not as strong
14 Extra hot plasma sheet Yes Yes
15 High levels of spacecraft charging Yes Yes
Geomagnetic Field at Geosynchronous Orbit
16 Strong compression of dayside field Yes No
17 Extreme nightside stretching Yes Yes
18 Storm time amplitude of ULF fluctuations High High
Outer Electron Radiation Belt
19 Pre-storm decay of radiation belt Yes Possibly no
20 Radiation belt dropout Yes Weaker
21 Storm time heating Yes Yes
22 Relativistic flux intensification Yes Yes
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2. Events, Data Sets, and Data Analysis
[10] The 125 geomagnetic storms driven by helmet streamer
CIRs and by pseudostreamer CIRs are obtained from a collec-
tion of 93 CIR-driven storms in 1995–2005 [cf. Borovsky and
Denton, 2010a] plus a collection of 32 CIR-driven storms in
2005–2007 [Denton and Borovsky, 2012].
[11] For the 125 storms, the helmet streamer versus
pseudostreamer nature of each CIR is determined from plots
of the solar wind velocity vsw (for locating 27 day repeating
intervals of high-speed wind), the solar wind proton-specific
entropy Sp (to determine coronal hole origin versus streamer
belt origin plasma), the solar wind O7+/O6+ and C6+/C5+
density ratios (to determine coronal hole origin versus
streamer belt origin plasma), the solar wind magnetic field
azimuth angle in the ecliptic plane (to determine the IMF
sector and to locate sector reversals), the solar wind magnetic
field elevation angle out of the ecliptic plane (to help identify
ejecta), the solar wind proton temperature (to help identify
ejecta), and the intensity of the 272 eV electron flux in the
solar wind as a function of pitch angle (to determine the IMF
sector, to locate sector reversals, and to identify intervals of
counterstreaming electron strahl to help identify ejecta). The
Figure 1. Superposed averages for several solar wind parameters with the zero epoch being the onset of
storm levels of magnetospheric convection. The thick curves are mean values and the thin curves are upper
and lower quartiles.
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data for these plots came from the OMNI2 data set [King and
Papitashvili, 2005] and (after February 1998) from the Solar
Wind Electron, Proton, and Alpha Monitor [McComas et al.,
1998], MAGnetometer Instrument (MAG) [Smith et al.,
1998], and Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer
[Gloeckler et al., 1998] instruments onboard the ACE space-
craft at 1AU. Pseudostremer CIRs and helmet streamer
CIRs are identified in the time series measurements by the fol-
lowing five steps. (1) The CIR is identified as the compressed
plasma on the leading edge of a coronal hole plasma high-
speed stream with coronal hole origin plasma identified by
high proton-specific entropy and low O7+/O6+ and C6+/C5+
density ratios. (2) The magnetic sector (“toward” or “away”)
of the coronal hole high-speed stream plasma that follows
Figure 2. Superposed averages for four magnetospheric driver functions with the zero epoch being the
onset of storm levels of magnetospheric convection. The thick curves are mean values and the thin curves
are upper and lower quartiles.
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the CIR is identified (either by the direction of the magnetic
field with respect to the local Parker spiral direction or by
the direction of the unidirectional electron strahl with respect
to the magnetic field directions [Crooker et al., 2004a]). (3)
Looking earlier in time at the plasma upstream of the CIR,
the preceding interval of coronal hole origin high-speed wind
is examined. If that preceding coronal hole is of the samemag-
netic sector as the coronal hole immediately following the
CIR, and if no sector reversals occur in the streamer belt origin
plasma between the two coronal holes, then the streamer belt
plasma is identified as pseudostreamer origin plasma and the
CIR is identified as a pseudostreamer CIR. (4) On the contrary,
if the preceding coronal hole is of the opposite magnetic sector
as the coronal hole immediately following the CIR, and if a
sector reversals occurs in the streamer belt origin plasma be-
tween the two coronal holes, then the streamer belt plasma is
identified as helmet streamer origin plasma and the CIR is
identified as a helmet streamer CIR. (5) If there is obvious
ejecta in between the two intervals of high-speed coronal hole
origin wind (ejecta being identified as long intervals (~6 hr or
more) having counterstreaming electron strahls, continuously
out of ecliptic plane magnetic fields, and/or anomalously low
proton temperatures [Gosling et al., 1973, 1987; Richardson
and Cane, 1995; Elliott et al., 2005; Skoug et al., 2000]), then
no categorization of the CIR type is made and that CIR is not
used for the present study. Coronal mass ejections can be emit-
ted from helmet streamers [e.g., Foullon et al., 2011] or from
pseudostreamers [e.g., Liu, 2007].
[12] Of the 125 CIR-driven storms, 11 were clearly deter-
mined to be storms driven by pseudostreamer CIRs and 74
were clearly determined to be storms driven by helmet
streamer CIRs. For the other 30 storms, clear categorizations
could not be made.
[13] Superposed epoch analysis of the solar wind and of the
magnetosphere is performed separately for these helmet
streamer CIR-driven storms and these pseudostreamer CIR-
driven storms using the onset of storm levels of magneto-
spheric convection as the zero epoch (trigger time). Each
storm onset is determined from a temporal drop in the
midnight boundary index (MBI) [cf. Borovsky and Denton,
2010a]. MBI is an index created from measurements of the
location of the low-latitude edge of the diffuse auroral precip-
itation as determined by DMSP satellite overflights, mathe-
matically shifted to local midnight [Gussenhoven et al.,
1983]. MBI is a proxy for the position of the inner edge of
the electron plasma sheet [Elphic et al., 1999], which makes
it an excellent indicator of the strength of magnetospheric
convection, as is Kp [Thomsen, 2004]. Storm onset is taken
to be the time at which theMBI index drops rapidly. The storm
onset times were determined at about 30 min accuracy.
[14] Data sets utilized in the superposed epoch analysis are
as follows. For solar wind parameters, the OMNI2 1 min and
1 h data sets [King and Papitashvili, 2005] are used. For
geomagnetic activity, the OMNI2 data set is again used.
For the Earth’s magnetic field at geosynchronous orbit and
for the amplitude of ULF fluctuations at geosynchronous
orbit, magnetometer data [Dunham et al., 1996] from the
GOES-8 through GOES-12 series of spacecrafts [Singer
et al., 1996] are used, with corrections for GOES-8 according
to Tsyganenko et al. [2003]. To examine the state of the outer
plasmasphere and the plasmaspheric drainage plumes, low-
energy ion measurements from the multisatellite MPA
(magnetospheric plasma analyzer) instrument [Bame et al.,
1993] are used. For the ion and electron plasma sheets at
geosynchronous orbit, ion and electron measurements from
the multisatellite MPA instrument are used. For the state
of the outer electron radiation belt, multisatellite SOPA
(synchronous orbit particle analyzer) measurements [Belian
et al., 1992; Cayton and Belian, 2007] at geosynchronous
orbit are used, with relativistic bi-Maxwellian distribution
functions fit to the SOPA count rates [Cayton and Belian,
2007] with the hotter Maxwellian population identified as
the outer electron radiation belt [Cayton et al., 1989; Belian
et al., 1996; Denton et al., 2010]. As in Denton et al.
[2010], to reduce the influence of outliers when the measure-
ments are noisy, median values of the radiation belt density
and temperature are calculated for every 30min of data and
those half hour medians are used.
3. The Solar Wind for Helmet Streamer CIR
Storms and Pseudostreamer CIR Storms
[15] In Figure 1, the superposed averages of several solar
wind parameters are plotted. In each panel, the red curve is
the superposed average for 74 storms driven by helmet
streamer CIRs and the blue curve is the superposed average
for 11 storms driven by pseudostreamer CIRs. In each case,
the zero epoch (vertical dashed line) is the onset of storm
levels of magnetospheric convection. The plots extend from
2.5 days before storm onset to 3 days after storm onset.
[16] In the top panel of Figure 1, the superposed average of
the solar wind speed vsw is plotted as the thick curves and the
upper and lower quartiles are plotted as the thin curves
with points. For both types of storms, the transition of slow
wind before the storm onset to fast wind after the storm onset
is seen. Note that the solar wind on average is slower
before the storm for helmet streamer CIRs than it is for
pseudostreamer CIRs: this can be seen by looking at the
averages (thick curves) or by looking at the upper or lower
quartiles (thin curves). The difference in wind speed is noted
in line 2 of Table 1. Having looked at large numbers of
helmet streamer CIRs and pseudostreamer CIRs besides
these that drive well-developed storms, it is the strong
impression of the authors that the helmet streamer wind prior
to CIR stream interfaces tends to be noticeably slower than
the pseudostreamer wind prior to CIR stream interfaces; this
difference in the speed of the wind has been reported before
for CIRs with and without sector reversals [Neugebauer
et al., 2004], and see also Crooker and McPherron [2012].
Note in the top panel of Figure 1 that in the days after storm
onset, the wind speed remains higher on average for the hel-
met streamer CIRs than it does for the pseudostreamer CIRs:
this may be an indication that the coronal hole associated
with a helmet streamer is larger on average than the coronal
hole associated with a pseudostreamer. This difference is
noted in line 3 of Table 1. The difference in the duration of
the fast wind has been reported before for CIRs with and
without sector reversals [Neugebauer et al., 2004].
[17] In the second panel of Figure 1 the superposed
average of the solar wind magnetic field component Bz in
GSM coordinates is plotted. For both types of storms, Bz is
on average southward (negative) at the time of storm onset
and after storm onset. (If this were not the case, a storm
probably would not be driven and the event probably would
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not have been selected.) For the helmet streamer CIR storms
(red curve), the superposed average of Bz is steadily north-
ward before the storm; for the pseudostreamer CIR storms
(blue curve), the superposed average of Bz is northward
and southward before the storm. CIR-driven storms are
associated with the Russell-McPherron effect [Russell and
McPherron, 1973] wherein the Parker spiral orientation solar
wind can have on average a magnetic field that is southward
in the frame of the Earth’s dipole (GSM coordinates) owing
to the tilt of the dipole relative to the solar equatorial plane
and the dipole toward or away from the sector of the IMF.
If there is a CIR-driven storm, then it is likely that the
magnetic sector of the high-speed stream following the
stream interface is Russell-McPherron effective [Borovsky
and Steinberg, 2006; McPherron et al., 2009; Kissinger
et al., 2011]. As noted in line 1 of Table 1, helmet streamers
have sector reversals and pseudostreamers do not. If that CIR
is led by helmet streamer plasma, then there will be a sector
reversal in the helmet streamer plasma, and ahead of that
sector reversal, the solar wind will be Russell-McPherron
ineffective having a northward component in the reference
frame of the Earth’s dipole. Hence, the pre-storm positive
Bz in Figure 1 is the superposed average for the helmet
streamer CIR storms. This Russell-McPherron ineffective-
ness leads to the commonly occurring “calm before the
storm” [Borovsky and Steinberg, 2006]. This scenario is not
the case for pseudostreamer CIRs, which do not have sector
reversals in the pseudostreamer plasma. If the fast wind
following the CIR is Russell-McPherron effective with an
on-average southward field, then the pseudostreamer slow
wind ahead of the CIR will also be Russell-McPherron
effective with an on-average southward field. As will be seen
in section 3, this will result in a non occurrence of the calm
before the storm for pseudostreamer CIR storms.
[18] Note, the streamer belt plasma and the coronal hole
plasma both have Parker spiral field orientations; if it were
not for tilt of the Earth’s dipole, for geomagnetic activity, it
would be irrelevant whether or not there is a sector reversal
between the slow and fast wind.
[19] In the third panel of Figure 1, the superposed average
of the solar wind magnetic field strength Bmag is plotted for
the two types of storms. In the coronal hole origin high-speed
wind a day or so after the onset of the storms, the magnetic
field strength is on average about the same for the helmet
streamer CIRs as it is for the pseudostreamer CIRs. Within
the CIRs (around the time of storm onset), the magnetic field
strength is elevated for both types of CIRs. This field strength
being elevated above the field strength of the high-speed
wind is owed to the compression of the plasma in the CIR,
and the ratio of the field strength in the CIR to the field
strength in the high-speed wind outside the CIR can be used
as a measure of the strength of the compression [Borovsky
and Denton, 2010b]. This solar wind magnetic field strength
ratio for the collection of pseudostreamer CIRs about the
same as the ratio of the solar wind magnetic field strength
in the collection of helmet streamer CIRs; by that measure,
the solar wind compression of the pseudostreamer CIRs is
about the same as the solar wind compression of the helmet
streamer CIRs: both are strong. This is noted in line 4 of
Table 1. Note in the third panel of Figure 1 that the field
strength in the pseudostreamer slow wind in the days before
the storm onset is about the same as the magnetic field
strength in the helmet streamer slow wind in the days before
the storm onset.
[20] In the fourth panel of Figure 1, the superposed aver-
age of the number density n of the solar wind is plotted as
the thick curves and the upper and lower quartiles are
plotted as the thin curves with points. Note the considerable
difference at the time of storm onset: the number density in
the CIR is quite elevated on average inside the helmet
streamer CIRs but not in the pseudostreamer CIRs; this
can be seen in the average and in the quartiles. This might
be expected for the properties of helmet streamers, which
are known to be associated with the emission of blobs of
dense plasma near the Sun [Wang et al., 2000; Foullon
et al., 2011]. This is also expected for plasma with sector
reversals, with the dense heliospheric plasma sheet often seen
at the sector reversal current sheet [Winterhalter et al., 1994;
Crooker et al., 2004b]. On the contrary, pseudostreamers are
known not to emit plasma blobs near the Sun [Wang et al.,
2012]. This difference in the solar wind number density for
CIRs with and without sector reversals has been reported by
Neugebauer et al. [2004]. This difference is noted in line 5
of Table 1.
[21] In the bottom panel of Figure 1, the superposed
average of the solar wind ram pressure Pram = ρvsw2 is plotted
for the two types of storms. In the days before the storm, the
ram pressure is lower on average for the helmet streamer CIR
storms, probably because the solar wind velocity vsw is lower
on average before the helmet streamer CIR storms. At time of
storm onset, the ram pressures for the two types of storms are
elevated with the helmet streamer storms larger. The elevated
ram pressure for the two types of storms is noted in line 6
of Table 1.
4. Magnetospheric Driver Functions for Helmet
Streamer CIR Storms and Pseudostreamer
CIR Storms
[22] In Figure 2, the superposed averages of four solar wind/
magnetosphere coupling functions are plotted as functions of
time for the two types of CIR-driven storms. As always, time
t = 0 (vertical dashed line) is the onset of storm levels of
geomagnetic activity. In the top panel,vBz of the solar wind
is plotted, where v is the total solar wind speed and Bz is the
GSM north-south component of the solar wind magnetic field.
In the second panel of Figure 2, the Newell et al. [2007]
coupling function v4/3B⊥
2/3sin8/3(θ/2) is plotted, where B⊥ is
the component of the solar wind magnetic field B that is
perpendicular to the Sun-Earth line and where θ is the clock
angle of the magnetic field relative to the Earth’s dipole
(θ=0o for a purely northward IMF and θ=180o for a purely
southward IMF). In the third panel, the Borovsky [2013]
reconnection control function R2 is plotted, where R2 depends
on n, v, andMA (MA= v/vA is the AlfvenMach number) of the
solar wind and on the clock angle of the IMF. In the bottom
panel, the G+B driver function of J. E. Borovsky (Physics
based solar-wind driver functions for the magnetosphere:
Combining the reconnection-coupled MHD generator with
the viscous interaction, submitted to Journal of Geophysical
Research, 2013b) is plotted where G is the “reconnection-
coupled MHD generator” and B is a Bohm viscosity viscous
interaction driver. Upper and lower quartiles are also plotted
(thin lines with points) in the bottom panel. In all four plots
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of Figure 2, stronger driving is upward on the graph and
weaker driving is downward.
[23] In the top panel, prior to storm onset, the helmet
streamer CIR storms exhibit a definite northward bias
(vBz< 0) while the pseudostreamer CIR storms exhibit a
slightly southward bias (vBz> 0). Accordingly, prior to
storm onset, the driving of the magnetosphere should be
weaker for the helmet streamer CIR storms than for the
pseudostreamer CIR storms. The driving functions plotted
in the second, third, and fourth panels of Figure 2 also predict
a weaker pre-storm driving for helmet streamer CIR storms
than for pseudostreamer CIR storms. In the bottom panel,
this can also be seen in the upper and lower quartiles as well
as in the mean.
[24] In the first day or so after storm onset, all four driver
functions plotted in Figure 2 indicate a similar strength
of driving for helmet streamer CIR storms as for
pseudostreamer CIR storms.
[25] From top to bottom in Figure 2, the driver functions
become smoother. After the first day of the storm, the
Newell, R2, and G+B coupling functions clearly predict
weaker driving for pseudostreamer storms than for helmet
streamer storms. This is also borne out by the upper and
lower quartiles in the bottom panel.
[26] In Figure 3, the superposed average of the AlfvenMach
number MA=v/vA of the solar wind is plotted for the two
types of CIR-driven storms as the thick curves and the upper
and lower quartiles are plotted as the thin curves with points.
A critical Mach number occurs at MA=6: the plasma beta of
the magnetosheath can be parameterized as βs = (MA/6)1.92
[cf. Borovsky, 2008, equation (13a)]. If MA is greater than
6, then βs is greater than unity: at very high beta, the
magnetosheath flows according to gas dynamics [Spreiter
and Stahara, 1994]. If MA is less than 6, then βs is less than
unity; at low beta, the magnetosheath flow has MHD
effects, including jetting and anisotropic pressure resulting
in magnetospheric flattening and changes in the mag-
netopause Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities [Lavraud and
Borovsky, 2008]. In Figure 3, the superposed averages of
the values of MA are always >6; however, according to
the lower quartiles, there are some CIR storms that have
MA values less than 6 during the time of CIR passage (from
t =1 day to t = +1 day). Note that for most of the duration
of the storm, the Alfven Mach number of the solar wind is
consistently lower for helmet streamer CIR storms than it
is for pseudostreamer CIR storms, a trend that can be seen
in the averages or in the upper or lower quartiles. This
Mach number difference is noted in line 7 of Table 1.
5. Geomagnetic Activity
[27] In Figure 4, the superposed averages of three geomag-
netic indices are plotted for the two types of CIR-driven
storms. In the top panel, the superposed average of the Kp
index is plotted as the thick curves and the upper and lower
quartiles are plotted as the thin curves with points. Note the
difference in the Kp profile for the two types of storms.
First, in the days before storm onset, the Kp index is lower
on average for the helmet streamer storms than it is for the
pseudostreamer storms. The mean value of Kp for all times
is Kp= 2.3, and the superposed average of Kp is substantially
lower than 2.3 before the helmet streamer CIR storms. This is
the well-known “calm before the storm” [Borovsky and
Steinberg, 2006] which occurs prior to 66% of all CIR-driven
storms. Note that Kp is on average just slightly lower than 2.3
before the pseudostreamer CIR storms: the pseudostreamer
CIR storms do not on average exhibit the calm before the
storm. This calm versus no-calm dichotomy can be reasoned
by examining Bz (GSM) in the second panel of Figure 1; Bz is
definitely northward on average before the helmet streamer
CIR storms leading to the calm before the storm behavior.
The weakness of the driver functions in Figure 2 for helmet
streamers also reflects this difference of calm versus no calm.
This calm/no-calm difference in the two types of storms is
noted in line 8 of Table 1.
[28] In the Kp plot of the top panel of Figure 4, the Kp
value after the first day of the storm is on average weaker
for the pseudostreamer CIR storms than it is for the helmet
streamer CIR storms. This probably reflects the larger coro-
nal holes following helmet streamers (cf. top panel of
Figure 1). The driver functions of Figure 2 also show this
trend. This similarity in the strength of the storms is noted
on line 9 of Table 1.
[29] In the middle panel of Figure 4, the superposed aver-
age of the northern polar cap index (PCI) is plotted for the
two types of CIR-driven storms. Similar to the behavior of
Kp in the top panel, PCI is on average lower before the storm
for helmet streamer storms than it is for pseudostreamer
storms, reflecting an absence of calms before the storms for
pseudostreamer CIR storms. And similar to the Kp index,
later in the storms, PCI is lower for the pseudostreamer CIR
storms than for the helmet streamer CIR storms.
[30] In the bottom panel of Figure 4, the superposed aver-
age of the pressure-corrected Dst index Dst* is plotted for
the two types of storms. In Borovsky and Denton [2010b], a
fit of measured values of Dst and the square root of the solar
wind ram pressure in the period prior to geomagnetic activity
Figure 3. The superposed average of the Alfven Mach number of the solar wind, with the zero epoch
being the onset of storm levels of magnetospheric convection. The thick curves are mean values and the
thin curves are upper and lower quartiles.
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commencing in CIR-driven storms yielded theDst correction
formula Dst* =Dst  bPram1/2 + c with the coefficients
b = 20.7 nT (nPa)1/2 and c = 27.7 nT, where Dst* and Dst
are in units of nT and Pram = ρv2 is in units of nanopascal.
This formula is used to produce the Dst* values that are
superposed in the bottom panel of Figure 4. Before the storm,
Dst* is on average near zero for the helmet streamer CIR
storms (with their calms before the storms) while it is in
a slightly elevated (negative) state on average for the
pseudostreamer CIR storms with magnetospheric driving
ongoing before storm onset. Early in the storm, the Dst*
values are similar, whereas later in the storm, Dst* is on
average weaker for the pseudostreamer CIR storms than for
the helmet streamer CIR storms. This similarity of the Dst
perturbations is noted in line 10 of Table 1.
6. The Plasmasphere and Drainage Plumes
[31] In Figure 5, the superposed average of the cold ion
(<100 eV) number density at geosynchronous orbit (6.6 RE)
averaged over all local time is plotted for the two types of
storms. Prior to storm onset, the average cold ion number
density for the helmet streamer CIR storms is substantial-
ly higher than the average number density for the
pseudostreamer CIR storms. This reflects the fact that helmet
streamer CIR storms tend to have calms before the storms
(cf. Figure 4), whereas pseudostreamer CIR storms do not.
During a calm before the storm, the outer plasmasphere refills
[Borovsky and Steinberg, 2006; Denton and Borovsky, 2008],
which results in a more filled outer plasmasphere prior to hel-
met streamer CIR storms but not prior to pseudostreamer CIR
storms. This difference in the pre-storm plasmasphere is noted
in line 11 of Table 1. Note before the storm onset that the mean
values of the cold ion number density in Figure 5 are near
or above the upper quartile values, particularly for the
pseudostreamer CIRs; this is caused by skewness in the den-
sity distribution where many very low values are obtained
and only a few very large values, which set the mean.
[32] During the storm, the local time averaged cold ion
number density picks up the plasmaspheric drainage plume
in the 12–18 LT sector [Borovsky and Denton, 2008], with
all other regions of local time being void of cold ions at geo-
synchronous orbit during the storm [Denton and Borovsky,
2008]. Since only a minority of the density measurements
Figure 4. Superposed averages for three geomagnetic indices with the zero epoch being the onset of
storm levels of magnetospheric convection. The thick curves are mean values and the thin curves are upper
and lower quartiles.
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around local time shows the high-density plume and the
high-density of the plume drives the mean value, the mean
value tends to be above the upper quartile during the storm.
Figure 5 shows that during the storms, the local time aver-
aged number density is on average about the same for the
two types of storms. This means that the product of the num-
ber density times the local time width of the drainage plumes
is about the same for the two types of storms. Looking at the
flow velocity of the plume plasma, the authors find the two
types of storms to yield similar flow velocities. Hence, the
amount of mass flow in the plumes is approximately equal
for the two types of storms. This similarity in the strengths
of the drainage plumes for the two types of storms is noted
in line 12 of Table 1. This similarity is somewhat contrary
to expectations [cf. Borovsky and Denton, 2008]: if the outer
plasmasphere was more filled prior to helmet streamer CIR
storms than it was prior to pseudostreamer CIR storms, one
would expect to be draining more plasma for helmet streamer
CIR storms and hence to be having higher-density drainage
plumes for helmet streamer CIR storms.
7. The Ion and Electron Plasma Sheet
[33] In Figure 6, several plasma sheet parameters measured
at geosynchronous orbit are plotted for the two types of
storms. In the top panel, the superposed average of the number
density of hot electrons (>100 eV) is plotted, averaged over
the nightside local times 21–3 LT. The electron plasma sheet
density is only plotted on the nightside of geosynchronous
orbit: the hot electrons of the plasma sheet do not survive con-
vection to the dayside and duskside at geosynchronous orbit,
and they are strongly decaying on the dawnside [Thomsen
et al., 1998; Denton et al., 2005]. For both types of storms,
there is an enhanced hot electron density that commences
before storm onset: this is the electron plasma sheet going into
its superdense phase [Borovsky et al., 1997] early in the storm.
On average, the superdense phase is more robust for the
helmet streamer CIR storms (red) than for the pseudostreamer
CIR storms (blue). This is noted in line 13 of Table 1. This
greater density of the plasma sheet for helmet streamer storms
is associated with the greater solar wind density (fourth panel
of Figure 1) for helmet streamer storms, since the plasma sheet
density is directly related to the solar wind density with a time
lag [Borovsky et al., 1998a; Denton and Borovsky, 2009].
[34] In the second and third panels of Figure 6, the super-
posed average of the hot ion (>100 eV) number density at
geosynchronous orbit is plotted on the nightside (21–3 LT)
and on the dayside (9–15 LT) for the two types of storms.
In the figure, the ion plasma sheet exhibits a superdense
phase early in the storm, with the superdense plasma sheet
reaching the nightside (second panel) before it reaches the
dayside (third panel), with a characteristic convection time
of 7–11 h from the nightside to the dayside [Borovsky et al.,
1998a; Denton and Borovsky, 2009]. In the second and third
panels, the superdense phase of the ion plasma sheet is
weaker for pseudostreamer CIR storms than it is for helmet
streamer CIR storms. Again, this weaker density is owed to
a weaker solar wind density for pseudostreamer storms than
for helmet streamer storms (fourth panel of Figure 1).
[35] In the fourth and fifth panels of Figure 6, the super-
posed averages of the electron plasma sheet and ion plasma
sheet temperatures are plotted for the two types of storms.
The electron temperature is an average over the nightside
local times 21–3 LT, and the ion temperature is an average
over all local times. The reader should note that the ion tem-
peratures measured by the MPA instrument at geosynchro-
nous orbit are underestimates typically by about a factor of
2, owing to the fact that the ion plasma sheet contains a
significant number of ions with energies above the 45 keV
limit of theMPA detector [cf. Borovsky et al., 1998b]. In both
the fourth and fifth panels, it is seen that the ion and electron
plasma sheet temperatures increase substantially at storm
onset and remain elevated for days. This is the “extra hot”
phase of the plasma sheet during storms driven by high-speed
solar wind following the CIR [Denton and Borovsky, 2009].
The fact that both types of storms exhibit the extra hot phase
is indicated in line 14 of Table 1. Note in the fourth and fifth
panels of Figure 6 that the average temperatures of the elec-
tron and ion plasma sheets are already somewhat elevated
before the storm for pseudostreamer CIR storms (relative to
the average temperatures for the helmet streamer CIR storms).
This elevated temperature is probably related to (a) ongoing
activity before the pseudostreamer storms (cf. Figure 4) and
(b) a higher-velocity solar wind before the pseudostreamer
storms (cf. top panel of Figure 1).
[36] In the bottom panel of Figure 6, the superposed
average of the spacecraft potential with respect to infinity
as measured by the MPA detectors in geosynchronous orbit
Figure 5. The superposed average of the plasmaspheric number density at geosynchronous orbit, aver-
aged over all local times. The zero epoch being the onset of storm levels of magnetospheric convection.
The thick curves are mean values and the thin curves are upper and lower quartiles.
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is plotted for the two types of storms. The spacecraft potential
is obtained from a measure of the energy of the cold ion line
[DeForest, 1972; Thomsen et al., 1999]. The charging
measurements are averaged over a near-midnight band of
local time 22–2 LT. It is seen that for both types of storms,
the level of spacecraft charging in the electron plasma sheet
increases at storm onset and is high for days after the onset
of the storm. (This is noted in line 15 of Table 1.) This high
level of spacecraft charging reflects the extra hot electron
plasma sheet temperature seen in the fourth panel of
Figure 6. For the helmet streamer CIR storms, the level of
spacecraft charging is low prior to onset (when the calm
before the storms are ongoing): this also reflects the lower
electron temperature for those events. Prior to storm onset,
the levels of spacecraft charging for pseudostreamer CIR
storms is moderate, reflecting the elevated electron tempera-
tures prior to those storms.
8. The Geomagnetic Field
[37] In Figure 7, some parameters of the geomagnetic field
measured at geosynchronous orbit are plotted for the two
types of storms. In the top panel, the superposed average of
the magnetic field strength in the dayside sector 9–15 LT is
plotted. For the helmet streamer CIR storms (red), a distinct
compression of the magnetic field strength on the dayside is
seen just prior to storm onset with the on-average strength
going from ~125 to ~150 nT. For the helmet streamer CIR
storms, the geosynchronous orbit dayside magnetic field
strength rises about the same time that the solar wind ram
pressure rises (cf. bottom panel of Figure 1); however, the
dayside field strength declines well before the ram pressure
declines. This early decline has been explored in a prior
survey [Borovsky and Denton, 2010b] of the geosynchro-
nous magnetic field during CIR-driven storms, and it has
been argued that the early decline of the dayside magnetic
Figure 7. Superposed averages of properties of the geomagnetic field at geosynchronous orbit, with the
zero epoch being the onset of storm levels of magnetospheric convection. The thick curves are mean values
and the thin curves are upper and lower quartiles.
Figure 6. Superposed averages of several hot plasma parameters at geosynchronous orbit, plus the superposed
average of the spacecraft potential. The zero epoch being the onset of storm levels of magnetospheric convection. The thick
curves are mean values (except for the bottom panel where they are median values) and the thin curves are upper and
lower quartiles.
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field strength is owed to diamagnetic reduction of the field
strength when the superdense plasma sheet arrives in the
dayside magnetosphere. In the third panel of Figure 6, for
helmet streamer CIR storms, the superdense ion plasma sheet
arrives in the dayside magnetosphere at about the time that
the dayside field strength declines.
[38] For pseudostreamer CIR storms, this compression of
the dayside magnetic field strength (top panel of Figure 7)
is weaker and is delayed in time, as is the ram pressure of
the solar wind is approximately as strong as it is for helmet
streamer CIR storms (bottom panel of Figure 1). The low
number of events (11) in the superposed epoch analysis (with
only 2 GOES satellites taking data at any time and those
two being in a limited range of longitude) results in a high
noise level for the blue curve. Clearly, a larger number of
pseudostreamer CIR storm events would be desirable. This
difference in the dayside magnetic field strength for the two
types of storms is noted in line 16 of Table 1.
[39] In the middle panel of Figure 7, the stretching angle
θstretch of the magnetic field in the nightside sector (21–3 LT)
of geosynchronous orbit is plotted. The notation is that the
stretching angle θstretch = 90o for a pure dipolar configuration
and θstretch = 0o for a purely radial field. In the middle panel,
both types of storms exhibit a strong nightside stretching in
the early portions of the storm, with the stretching decaying
faster after storm onset for the pseudostreamer CIR storms
than it does for the helmet streamer CIR storms. This strong
stretching for both types of storms is noted in line 17
of Table 1.
[40] In the bottom panel of Figure 7, the superposed average
of the fractional amplitude δBmag/Bmag of compressive ULF
oscillations at geosynchronous orbit is plotted, averaged over
all local times. The quantity δBmag is the 1 min change in
the strength of the magnetic field δBmag(t) =Bmag(t + 1min)
 Bmag(t) where Bmag = |B| = (Bx2 +By2 +Bz2)1/2. The denom-
inator Bmag in δBmag/Bmag is [Bmag(t + 1min) +Bmag(t)]/2.
Looking at 1 min changes, the measurement is most sensitive
to changes with 1 min temporal gradients or sinusoidal fluctu-
ations with periods on the order of 1.5–5min. In the bottom
panel, for both types of storms, the amplitude of compressive
ULF fluctuations greatly increases at the time of storm onset
and then declines slowly in the days after onset. The decline
is faster for the pseudostreamer CIR storms than it is for the
helmet streamer CIR storms; this difference in declines of
the ULF amplitudes may be associated with the difference in
declines of the solar wind speed in the high-speed streams
following the CIRs, with the solar wind speed falling off faster
for pseudostreamer CIR storms (cf. top panel of Figure 1).
This strong enhancement in the amplitude of ULF fluctuations
for both types of storms is noted in line 18 of Table 1.
9. The Outer Electron Radiation Belt
[41] In Figure 8, several parameters related to the outer
electron radiation belt at geosynchronous orbit are plotted
for the two types of storms. In the top panel, the superposed
average of the number density of the outer electron radiation
belt at geosynchronous orbit averaged over all local times is
plotted. For helmet streamer CIR storms (red), in the days
prior to storm onset, the number density of the outer radiation
belt shows a characteristic exponential decay with time. This
pre-storm decay has been associated with the occurrence of
the calm before the storm and the presence of a built-up outer
plasmasphere [Borovsky and Denton, 2009b]: the helmet
streamer CIR storms which show this decay are characterized
both by a calm before the storm (cf. Figure 4) and a built-up
outer plasmasphere during the calm (cf. Figure 5). In the days
before storm onset, the pseudostreamer CIR storms do not
show as clear an exponential pre-storm decay in the top panel
of Figure 8, probably owing to the absence on average of a
calm before the storm and the absence on average of a
built-up outer plasmasphere before the storm. More events
will be needed to firmly conclude that pseudostreamer CIR
storms lack the exponential pre-storm decay of the radiation
belt. This potential difference in the pre-storm decay of the
outer electron radiation belt is noted for these two types of
storms in line 19 of Table 1.
[42] As can be discerned in the top panel of Figure 8, near
the time of storm onset, the outer electron radiation belt ex-
hibits a density dropout, which is a strong rapid drop in the
number density [Denton et al., 2010]. Both types of storms
exhibit this density dropout, with the number density of the
helmet streamer CIR storms starting at lower values and
going down to lower values than the pseudostreamer CIR
storms. This deeper drop for helmet streamer storms might
be owed to a stronger ram pressure for helmet streamers
(cf. bottom panel of Figure 1). This difference in the depth
of the density dropout is noted in line 20 of Table 1. About
6 h or so after the density drops, the number density suddenly
increases and within a day, the density recovers to a new
level that then persists for days. The number density at recov-
ery is about the same for the two types of storms. For the
helmet streamer CIR storms, the recovered radiation belt
density in the storm is greater than the density before the
storm (because of the pre-storm decay of the density); for
the pseudostreamer CIR storms, the radiation belt number
density after recovery is on average about the same as the
density before dropout.
[43] In the second panel of Figure 8, the superposed average
of the temperature of the outer electron radiation belt is plot-
ted, averaged over all local times. For both types of storms,
the temperature of the radiation belt is approximately constant
with time in the days before storm onset (while the number
density may or may not decay). Early in the storm at the time
of density recovery, the temperature drops for both types of
storms. This has been interpreted as a new denser population
of radiation belt electrons appearing at geosynchronous orbit
with a temperature somewhat cooler than the typical tempera-
tures for the radiation belt [Borovsky and Denton, 2010a,
2011]. During the storms, the temperature of the electron radi-
ation belt steadily increases for both types of storms. The value
found previously [Borovsky and Denton, 2010a] of ~32 keV/
day of heating during high-speed stream-driven storms is
plotted as the green dashed diagonal line in the second panel
of Figure 8: both types of storms on average exhibit approxi-
mately 32 keV/day of heating. This storm time heating of the
radiation belt for both types of storms is noted in line 21
of Table 1.
[44] In the bottom panel of Figure 8, the local time average
of the superposed average of the omnidirectional 1.1–1.5MeV
electron flux at geosynchronous orbit is plotted. In the day
or so before the onset of the storms, the relativistic electron
flux of the helmet streamer CIR storms (red) exhibits a tem-
poral decay that follows the number density decay in the top
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panel of Figure 8. The relativistic electron flux for the
pseudostreamer CIR storms (blue) does not as clearly
exhibit this pre-storm decay, just as the radiation belt num-
ber density does not as clearly exhibit a pre-storm decay for
pseudostreamer CIR storms (cf. line 19 of Table 1). Both
types of storms exhibit a relativistic electron flux dropout
in the early phase of the storm. The onset of the flux dropout
(bottom panel) is approximately simultaneous with the
onset of the density dropout (top panel). Note however that
the duration of the relativistic electron flux dropout (bottom
panel) is much greater than the duration of the number
density dropout (top panel) and that the number density
recovers well before the relativistic electron flux recovers
[cf. Borovsky and Denton, 2010a, Figure 3]. It has been
noted that the flux recovery follows the temporal trend of
the radiation belt temperature rather than the trend of the
radiation belt density [Borovsky and Denton, 2011]. In the
days after the storm onset, the 1.1–1.5MeV omnidirectional
electron flux steadily increases for both types of storms
(bottom panel): in this time period, the radiation belt tem-
perature steadily increases (second panel) while the number
density remains constant (top panel). Hence, the storm time
increase in the flux of relativistic electrons appears to be
owed to the ~32 keV/day of heating of the radiation belt
electrons. This is true for both helmet streamer CIR storms
and pseudostreamer CIR storms, as noted in line 22 of
Table 1
10. Summary
[45] Superposed epoch analysis was used to study the
properties of the solar wind and the magnetosphere during
75 pseudostreamer CIR storms and during 11 helmet streamer
CIR storms. The findings of the comparison between
pseudostreamer CIR storms and helmet streamer CIR storms
are collected in Table 1.
[46] The major differences between storms driven by
pseudostreamer CIRs and those driven by helmet streamer
CIRs are the following.
[47] 1. Pseudostreamer CIR storms do not tend to have a
calm before the storm, whereas helmet streamer CIR storms
do. This is a consequence of (a) the Russell-McPherron effect
favoring the fast wind for a storm and (b) the presence or
absence of a sector reversal ahead of the fast wind.
[48] 2. Pseudostreamer CIR storms tend not to exhibit
refilling of the outer plasmasphere before the storm; helmet
streamer CIR storms do have refilling before the storm. This
is a consequence of the helmet streamer storms having
calms before the storms and the pseudostreamer storms
not having calms.
Figure 8. Superposed averages of the properties of the outer electron radiation belt measured at geosyn-
chronous orbit, with the zero epoch being the onset of storm levels of magnetospheric convection. The thick
curves are mean values and the thin curves are upper and lower quartiles.
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[49] 3. Pseudostreamer CIR storms are not as long lived on
average as helmet streamer CIR storms, probably owing to
the smaller coronal holes associated with pseudostreamers.
[50] 4. Pseudostreamer CIR storms have weaker superdense
plasma sheets than do helmet streamer CIR storms. This is a
consequence of the solar wind density being higher at the time
of storm onset for helmet streamer storms than it is for
pseudostreamer storms.
[51] 5. Pseudostreamer CIR storms do not clearly show the
pre-storm exponential decay of the radiation belt; helmet
streamer CIR storms do show a pre-storm decay. This poten-
tial difference could be a consequence of the helmet streamer
storms tending to have built-up outer plasmaspheres before
the storms and the pseudostreamer storms having an absence
of outer plasmaspheres before the storm.
[52] 6. Pseudostreamer CIR storms have weaker radiation
belt dropouts than helmet streamer CIR storms. The reason
could be a combination of the strength of the solar wind
ram pressure and the density of the plasma sheet during the
early phases of the storms.
[53] Some similarities between the two types of storms are
the following.
[54] 1. Both types of storms have superdense and extra hot
plasma sheets.
[55] 2. Both types of storms produce high levels of
spacecraft charging.
[56] 3. Both types of storms have enhanced levels of
ULF fluctuations.
[57] 4. Both types of storms exhibit radiation belt density
recovery and long-duration heating of the electron radiation
belt, leading to high fluxes of relativistic electrons.
[58] 5. Both types of storms have similar plasmaspheric
drainage plumes, despite the difference in the amount of
filling of the outer plasmasphere prior to storm onset.
11. Discussion
[59] Several issues about CIR-driven geomagnetic storms
have been raised by the separation of storms into helmet
streamer CIR storms and pseudostreamer CIR storms.
[60] One second mystery is why the plasmaspheric drain-
age plumes of the two types of storms seem similar, whereas
the amount of outer plasmaspheric plasma prior to storm
onset is very different. For CIR-driven storms, on average,
the estimated plasma flow in drainage plumes matches
estimates for the amount of outer plasmaspheric plasma
[Borovsky and Denton, 2008], but comparison of plumes from
filled plasmaspheres with plumes from unfilled plasmaspheres
have never been compared before this present study.
[61] A second mystery is the reason for the rapid decline of
the magnetic field strength enhancement of the dayside
magnetosphere in the early phase of the helmet streamer
CIR storms (cf. Figure 7). This decrease occurs well before
the enhanced ram pressure of the solar wind declines. This
rapid decrease in the dayside magnetic field strength has been
examined for CIR-driven storms in general [Borovsky and
Denton, 2010b] and no fully convincing explanation has
been found.
[62] A longstanding issue in the physics of CIR-driven
storms is the role of solar wind fluctuations in the driving
of the magnetosphere during the high-speed streams follow-
ing the CIRs [Tsurutani and Gonzalez, 1987; Tsurutani
et al., 2006; Denton et al., 2008; Lyons et al., 2009].
Perhaps solar wind fluctuations are playing important roles
in the driving of the magnetosphere during high-speed
stream-driven storms; but on the contrary, the G+B driver
function (bottom panel of Figure 2), which ignores solar
wind fluctuations, does a very good job of predicting the
Kp index (top panel of Figure 4).
[63] A larger number of categorized storm events are
desirable to firm up the conclusions of this report. In particu-
lar, it would significantly advance our understanding of
storms to have abundant enough statistics to determine how
much of the 66% of storms that have calms and the 33% that
do not [Borovsky and Steinberg, 2006] is owed to the fraction
of storms that are helmet streamer CIR storms versus the
fraction that are pseudostreamer CIR storms. Gathering a
substantial number of additional quality storms will have to
wait until the next declining phase of the solar cycle.
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